KEY
FEATURE
“Marbella, Marbella”
Scottish born Dario Poli known by his contemporaries as
the "Renaissance man" is a published author, musician,
painter and illustrator and his specialist subject is
Nostradamus and has written numerous published short
stories and articles for exclusive magazines like the "X
Magazine," "I Style"and "Marbella International"
Dario's life has been an eventful one of travel, music and
intellectual adventure in many parts of the world, especially
when performing on International Cabaret with his sister
Delia, when they worked with several of the most famous
international stars such as Olivia Newton-John, Buddy
Greco, the late great Dave Allen, and in the recording studios
with Engelbert; just to mention a few.
He has appeared on TV and Radio in Spain and the UK being a
"New Faces" ATV TV winner, and has written hundreds of
songs and two film scores.
Dario has co-written the dramatic musical drama, "Lady X
and The Power of Destiny" with Patrick Lloyd Hulme. It is a
mystical story based on the life of the late Princess Diana,
which was recorded in Dublin, by a large symphony
orchestra and singers, including some singers from
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'Riverdance.' Dario is waiting to have the large show
performed on stage.
As a painter "His drawings and paintings are often 'other
worldly'. Classical allusion and haunting restraint together
with suggestions of a more romantic mood work an unusual
alchemy, " which Paul Chave (the Sunday Times
photographic prizewinner)
described as, "a combination
of Edvard Munch, Salvador Dali and William Blake."
Following a CCN TV documentary on Marbella and the Costa
del Sol which painted a very negative image of Marbella,
Dario did something positive to redress the balance and
wrote the music to the song “Marbella, Marbella”. This has
now been recorded and many local radio stations are playing
the song. In fact the song has been played as far afield as
Germany, Austria, Liechtenstein and Thailand. Support for
Dario and “Marbella, Marbella” is growing and it is hoped that
this song will go a long way to recognize the fact that we live
in a great part of the world and to help to entice property
buyers and tourists back to our beautiful coast. For further
information contact
dario.poli@usa.net.
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